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Chapter One

Sully
I’M SULAMAN SADDEQ, AND I’M SITTING IN A CLEAN WHITE ROOM,

thinking about the decisions we make. It seems to me that our decisions
are so terrible, so tragic, it’s better to believe we’re not the ones who
make them at all. That we have no choice. I’ve just worked this out, here
in my chair. A script at my right hand. A machine on my left. I’ll blame
someone else. Blame him. Blame her.
I raise my hand towards the machine, and pause. There’s a sobbing
man on the other side of the wall. The doors are closed. I can’t see him.
But I can hear him. He sounds like he’s in agony. He’s banging on the
wall now. ‘Let me out! It’s my heart,’ he yells. ‘It’s troubling me, I’m
telling you! Let me out!’
I look into the blank wall like it’s a mirror. I’m smooth and sinless.
Bleached like a bone on a beach. There’s no blood on my hands. It feels
like there’s no blood in my whole damned body. Like I’m good and I’m
dead. Like this white room is as close to heaven as I could ever get, and
now that I’m in heaven, they’ll never let me leave.
‘The experiment requires that you continue,’ says the white coat. ‘Go
on, please.’ I know that he’s more than a white coat. He’s called James,
but tells his friends and colleagues to call him Jim. It’s how he introduced
himself to me. I’m Jim-Just-Jim. He has blue eyes, a cheap haircut and
good shoes. I know that he’s keen to please his boss. Our boss, I should
say. The professor. Because I’m working for the man too, for four dollars
an hour, plus fifty cents for gas. This is New Haven, Connecticut, this is
1960, and in this town, at this time, four dollars is great money for an
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hour’s work. I walked here, so the gas money is a bonus.
‘He said he wants to leave,’ I say weakly.
‘Go on, please,’ the white coat says again. I’m meant to pull the next
switch. They’re the cheap black switches that can be bought in any local
hardware shop. Along the line of switches, laid out in neat military
ranks, there’s a label marked Mild Shock, and further along, one for
DANGER, and beyond that, at 450 volts, is an ominous, anonymous
XXX. I suppose a skull and crossbones would be too obvious. You’re
meant to guess, but you’re not meant to know. I know. I’m in on the
dirty little secret. I’m in on the joke.
‘It is absolutely essential that you continue,’ says the white coat,
moving smoothly to the next prompt, acknowledging my hesitation, my
hand still hanging in the air. As though I’m a child in need of a little
nudge to do the right thing. His words are like an arm around my
shoulders.
I do what I’m told. I’m shaking a little, and have to swallow back a
hysterical laugh. I tell myself I’m not to blame, not any more than the
machine. I’m just doing what I’m told. It’s only a memory test. An
experiment. And the man gave the wrong answer, so he gets buzzed.
He’s a volunteer. He’s getting paid for this too. The hairs on his forearms
were damped down with the sponge. The electrodes moistly attached.
I didn’t see this. It happened behind the wall. I touch the switch, and it’s
smooth under the pad of my finger. It’s easy. I don’t see the shock. I
don’t feel the shock. The electricity is as invisible and clean as poisonous
gas. Carbon monoxide filling a car with sleep.
And in a faraway world, on the other side of the wall, someone
screams.
The man doesn’t answer any more, but the white coat reminds me
that silence is a wrong answer too. The man said he had a heart
condition. It’s possible that he’s dead. But I still do what I’m told. I keep
asking the questions on my script. I’m good and he’s dead. I pull the
switches all the way to DANGER. I’m flying now, to the end of the line.
The last switch sets me free. XXX. I’m good and I’m dead. It’s over. I’m
free.
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We sit in the campus cafeteria afterwards, with cups of coffee and plates
of greasy food, and the other two want to huddle up and talk about the
sad little play we put on. To dissect our performances. Like new med
students performing post-mortems. Cutting up one donated body after
another. Skulls gifted from the thoughtful dead like theatre props.
Jim is worried he sounded too casual, not professional or stern
enough. He’s worried that he was meant to wear an ambiguous grey coat
for today’s trial, not a white one, and that the boss will find out. He tells
a long and tedious story about what happened to the grey coat, some
thing to do with his wife and a miracle detergent. He laughs at the end,
as though he’s just shared a hilarious anecdote, and I realise that he was
boasting a little, about his I-Love-Lucy life and his ditzy, charming wife.
Danny, the screaming man, thinks he hammed it up too much; he
thinks he needs to do it better on the next recording, or the volunteers
will get suspicious. He’s worried about the script change from our boss;
he doesn’t think he should be shouting about a heart condition. It feels
wrong. He explains that when his father had a heart attack, he didn’t
shout about it. He just slumped to the floor, complaining quietly about
shooting pains up his arm. It bothers Danny that you can’t communicate
someone slumped to the floor and quietly complaining, through a wall.
I don’t say anything. I’m new here. I’m distracted because the brownhaired girl in the too-long lab coat hasn’t come into the cafeteria yet,
and even though I’ve never spoken to her, I like to know she’s there. I’m
embarrassed that I laughed and I’m looking anywhere else. They’re
aware of my silence, and shift a bit uncomfortably in their seats, and I
know I’m still not playing the part right.
‘So I guess I screwed up,’ I say eventually, sipping my coffee. I try to
say it casually. I force myself to stop glancing at the entrance for the girl,
and glance at myself instead, upside down in the coffee-glazed spoon. It
makes me look browner than I am, and I feel briefly reassured, that I
have an identity, and a place in the world, a brown man in a white coat.
Like my father before me. His father before him. As though there is a
place for me to go, somewhere outside this prestigious Ivy League
university, the medical convention in the big hotel, full of the coffeecoloured men in white coats, past and present and future.
I suck the spoon, to see myself more clearly, and wish I hadn’t. Unlike
my father, I’m not brown enough. I have my mother’s milk-faced
aspiration, although on me, it looks more like indecision. My sisters
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aren’t quite as light as me. They’re nagged by our mother to bleach their
faces and powder themselves pale, but Mae and Lana stubbornly keep
their complexions the warm shade of burnt sugar and cream. My little
brother, Jakie, is properly and proudly brown, and never needs to say a
thing about where he’s come from. I’m jealous of him. He’s saved from
the tedious explanations I have to give each new person I meet.
I pass off. People here don’t know I’m foreign until I open my mouth.
And even then they think I’m European.
My name badge says Sully, because that’s what they call me here,
and I’m not sure they realise how well the accidental nickname fits
me. To sully. To screw things up. My real name didn’t even fit on
the name badge: Sulaman Osman Saddeq. Unless I got them to abbreviate
it altogether. SOS. A cry for help. I was named after my grandfather, the
first doctor in our family, and he was named after Solomon the Wise.
The king who told two women squabbling over a baby to cut it in half,
to see who would love it enough to let it go. The man who made terrible
and tragic decisions, and lived by the consequences.
I can’t live up to my ambitious namesakes. I can’t make a decision,
and I can’t take the blame. So now I’m just Sully, a man impersonating
another man doing a four-dollar job plus gas money, and I still did it
wrong.
The other two nod. They’re relieved I said it first. Like I was a girl
they were trying to break up with after a third milkshake and a failed
grope in the back of the local movie theatre, who has said sweetly, ‘It’s
not working out, it’s not you, it’s me.’ I’ve made it easy on them, and
they appreciate this; they think that I’m probably a nice guy, even though
I’m not very good at my job.
‘You went kinda far,’ says Jim. ‘Once you’d got to 150 volts, and I’d
run out of script, you could’ve stopped.’
‘No one’s going that far,’ agrees Danny. ‘We figured less than three
per cent would go to 450 volts, with a man screaming behind a wall.
Not just because a schmuck like Jim is asking them to do it. It’s only
meant to be a memory test.’
‘He’d have to be one evil sonofabitch to get that far,’ I say. ‘But the
difference is, I knew it wasn’t real.’ I’m making excuses, digging myself
deeper. ‘I thought it would be better to carry on, to get an extreme
down. The pathological fringe, like the professor says.’ I’m hiding behind
my words, passing the buck again. It’s so easy to do. It’s like water
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flowing downhill. ‘Just to let Danny record the screaming stuff about his
heart. Get us through the new script.’
To my surprise, they look at each other, and seem to be taken in by
this. ‘Sure,’ says Jim. ‘But next time, don’t just laugh. Argue or something.
Get mad. Challenge it. Even the psychopaths who get to 450 volts will
challenge it. Don’t just do what you’re told.’
‘So you’re telling me not to do what I’m told?’ I say, as a sort of
half-hearted joke.
I’m back in the room, and it’s me and the machine. The smooth
metal, the shining switches, the printed labels from 15 volts to 450 volts,
from Mild Shock to XXX. It’s big and impressive. It has a manufacturer’s
plate. It looks so real, it’s hard to believe that it’s just a hollow box.
That the professor drilled the switch holes himself in the campus
workshop.
‘You ready?’ says Jim-Just-Jim, coming in. He shrugs on the coat,
buttons it up, and he’s not Jim any more, true-blue eyes, cheap cut, good
shoes. He’s the white coat. I trust the whiteness of his coat more than I
trust the whiteness of my thoughts. I trust him more than I trust myself.
‘Sure,’ I say, sitting down in the chair. It’s not like I have a choice.

This story begins and ends in a place that no longer exists, and was even
then disappearing. In Lahore, the Punjab, India. In the late thirties, the
events were already in motion that would slice the Muslims off the west
and east sides of India like dangling limbs, and rename our divided
territory Pakistan. The year after I was born, my brother was born. A
couple of years after that, my sisters were born, in quick succession,
during the war. My father was a young medic; he worked for the Indian
Air Force, and claimed much later in his after-dinner anecdotes that he
had very little to do during this illustrious part of his career, as few
people came back injured. They either came back whole, or didn’t come
back at all; their bodies burning to crisps in the air, or falling through
the skies to feed the wild animals and the earth.
My mother was two people; comically girlish, or tragically severe.
She watched all the movies that were imported, read magazines in
private, and the Qur’an in public, and played with her babies. My sisters
were born less than eighteen months apart, and the wet nurse that had
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been hired fed them both together, weaning her own objecting little brat,
whom she left with her sister in her village. Our mother dressed the girls
like dolls, put ribbons in their surprisingly thick fluff of hair, and praised
their honey-cream complexions, although she still powdered them pale
for public outings. For my brother and me, she changed her mask,
frowned at us with silent disapproval, and then hit us with a ruler, a
hairbrush, and even with a pair of scissors, if we did anything other than
study. Or if we weren’t studying hard enough.
Study. Study harder.
It was the mantra of our childhood, repeated more frequently than
our prayers. She firmly believed that teaching and learning was best done
by pain and punishment, and if she had been a volunteer in the New
Haven test, she would have been surprised that they went to the trouble
of using a shock machine and a separate room. She would have happily
stood over the learner with a blunt instrument until he got the answers
right.
I was jealous of my sisters, and teamed up with my little brother,
Jamal Kamal, whom we called Jay-Kay for short, and eventually Jakie
from convenience, as that was how he mispronounced his own name as
a toddler. Our mother claimed it was easier to copy than correct him,
but the truth was that she preferred Jakie, as it sounded more English,
and she was the one who probably taught him to say it in the first place.
My brother and I would seek out opportunities to torment the girls.
We’d go up to them in the garden, where the servants couldn’t see,
and give them the hardest pieces of mango, to make them struggle and
sputter, cough and cry as they tried to chew them down; when they saw
us laughing, they’d run to Cook to tell on us. We would hide their stupid
dolly-babies, the collection of hand-made rag dolls stitched by the ayah
from bright sari offcuts, which they slept with at night. The ayah didn’t
find them until Jakie gave us away.
‘They’re definitely not on top of the wardrobe. No one could reach to
hide them up there. Not unless they were the best thrower in the world,’
he said too proudly. Jakie was the best thrower in the family; he told me
that I threw like one of the girls. When the dolls were found, I took a set
of our sisters’ brightly coloured ribbons and fed them to the white
worms that crawled up the latrine, watching them twist round like a
hideous hairdo. Our sisters screamed when they saw them. Ribbons on
worms, like a party dress on a pig, or dung decorated with gold dust.
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I’m aware that I’m reporting this with something like pride. I think
I’m still proud of our rebellion, even though we did mean things, because
it was the last time I really did. Rebel, I mean. It was beaten out of
me by the age of six. And how our mother would beat us. This was
one thing, possibly the only thing, concerning our care that she didn’t
delegate to the servants. Amma beat us ferociously, as though it was
exercise, and something that she needed to stretch and limber up for in
advance. Like a local lawman in the villages, charged with administering
a hundred lashes to a young rape victim for her adultery, whipping trees
in the forest to keep in shape for his big day. She was a small and slender
woman, and perhaps she felt it didn’t hurt as much as it should, even
with the tools she used, the slap and spit of the leather, the spikes of
the brush; so she used the slap-spit-spike of her words to cut deeper into
our skin.
‘You dishonour me, and your father, when you disobey us,’ she said
before the beatings.
‘I will make you into good boys. You will learn to be good,’ she said
after the beatings.
Like Jim’s coat, almost twenty years later, there was no grey for
my mother. The laundry she inspected for washing was separated
carefully and came back gleaming and pressed, with no blurring or
fading of shades. She was black and she was white. Boys were either bad
boys or good boys. And the only good boys were invisible ones. Sons
were a horrible inconvenience to her, I imagine. Made of slugs and snails
and puppy dogs’ tails, and nothing in our infant behaviour proved
otherwise. She probably resented the fact that she needed to have us,
Jakie and I, for her social standing, the spare and heir to be pounded
firmly into their father, and so she crushed us like pungent chilli paste
with a pestle, as though it were just another domestic duty.
Daughters were different altogether; girls were about indulgence and
enjoyment; they were bred to be decorative and helpful, living dolls
and housekeepers, and would one day be married off to men of means
with movie star looks and letters after their names, and live their lives as
light as birds in flight, indulging their own daughters. She nicknamed
our sisters after the movie stars: Maryam, the elder, became Mae; little
Leena, the younger, became Lana. She had no choice over our names, as
Jakie and I had to be named for grandfathers, Sulaman and Jamal
Kamal, in accordance with family tradition.
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I wonder sometimes what she would have called me if she’d been
allowed to choose. I wonder if she would have loved me a little more if
she’d been indulged in this small matter. Perhaps she’d have been kinder
to a son named Farid for Fred Astaire, or Daniyaal for Danny Kaye.
I wouldn’t have minded.
She could have called me Clark, Gene, Bing, Cary, Rock or Bob.
Any of these funny foreign names, short and shouting as brands in a
boutique, unlikely nouns and verbs mislaid in neon on movie theatre
canopies, would have been better than SOS, that plaintive cry for help.
Or Sully, to smear and dishonour; to screw things up.

Our father felt sorry for us, and sometimes let us escape from home with
him. He didn’t tell our mother that was what he was doing. He would
put it in the form of more study, of education through tough physical
activity.
‘The little boys must learn how to be big men,’ he told our mother.
‘Strong bodies make strong minds. Fresh air. Exercise.’ The shorter his
sentences got, the more persuasive he became. He was one of those
good-looking, reedy-voiced men who was more impressive when he
didn’t open his mouth. Amma nodded, oiling and plaiting Lana’s
hair with silk ribbons, as she squirmed with discomfort, with the tight
tugging of her braids, the stiffness of her frilled dress, which was too hot
for even the early morning heat. Mae was lying on her belly at Amma’s
feet, within the cool of her shadow, wilting in her identical stiff dress
like a flower flopping in a vase. Our fattest cat, Snow White, crept up to
her with a needy mew, and she kicked it away with a sudden vicious
energy.
‘Air and exercise,’ repeated Amma thoughtfully, throwing us a darkly
glittering look, satisfied that it was what we deserved. She might as well
have been saying ‘Crime and punishment.’ She turned Lana to face her,
and became the other mother again, laughing gaily. ‘Well aren’t you a
poppet, my darling? Aren’t you the loveliest thing in the world?’ Lana
smiled with bashful confusion, unsure whether to be pleased at the
attention, and gave us an apologetic shrug. Amma followed her gaze,
and seemed surprised that we were still there.
‘Well go on then,’ she said impatiently, shooing us away with a flap
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of her hands. ‘Go with your father for your air and exercise. Be good
boys.’
Our father had been leaning over the veranda, pretending to look at
something particular in the garden, some bustle of activity among the
servants, or the chickens pecking over the ground for their scattered
feed, but now he pulled himself back up and walked off, expecting us to
follow him. He smiled and nodded at my mother, like a visiting dignitary
rather than the head of the household, and she smiled and nodded back,
like the Queen of England in a peach dress and tiara.
Jakie and I looked at each other. We realised that our father had been
waiting for her to give him permission. And she had, and we were free.
From books and rulers and hairbrushes and the sharp edge of the
scissors. For just a little time. We scampered after him before she could
change her mind. We didn’t realise that our small bodies gave away
what our faces didn’t – that we were happy to go. That it wasn’t a
punishment. Then we heard an imperious voice behind us.
‘Wait.’
We did, even though our father was already at the stairwell. We
looked back, and it wasn’t our mother who had spoken, but Mae, who
had jumped out of Amma’s shadow. She was blinking in the sunlight,
her tight, ribboned braids shining.
‘Where are they going?’ she asked our mother. Amma shrugged with
indifference, putting her ribbons back in the little box covered in deep
velvet but embroidered with tough mirrors stitched on with stiff gold
thread; she glanced at her many-mirrored faces reflected in the soft and
scratchy lid as she closed it, leaving it on the low cane table beside her as
she picked up a magazine instead. Snow White peered over the top of
the box too, now that no one was using it, and pawed the textured lid
experimentally, fur-trimmed pink pads on the velvet, and a sharp claw
scraping the glass.
‘For fresh air and exercise,’ said Jakie impatiently, whispering
under his breath to Mae, as she approached him, ‘Didn’t you hear,
stupid?’
‘You’re stupid,’ she hissed back, adding loudly, ‘I want to go too.
Mummy, can we go too?’
Amma raised her head from the magazine and looked at her daughter,
surprised by the little rebellion. ‘You want to go?’ she asked Mae with
interest. She glanced across at little Lana, ‘And do you want to go too?’
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she asked her for confirmation, and Lana was too shy and too good to
say anything, but her hopeful face just said, ‘Yes please oh please oh
please.’ I held my breath; I knew my sisters had spoiled it for us. That
none of us would go. It felt like it was a long time before our mother
spoke again.
‘Don’t be silly,’ Amma said eventually. She said it indulgently,
and her voice was warm. ‘What silly little girls. Come, we’ll get tea and
sweets from Cook. Stay home and fun with Mummy. Let the boys do
the hard work.’ I breathed out with relief as she spoke, quietly so
she wouldn’t notice, and followed Abbu down the stairs, with Jakie
behind me.
I glanced back with guilt at my sisters, knowing that we had won
and they had lost. Knowing we’d lost something too, that we’d let them
down, and failed to save them from our mother. We hadn’t even tried.
Mae ignored us, and followed Amma with flouncing resignation,
kicking the fat white cat again, and when it didn’t shift, she pushed it
out of her way with the heel of her slippered foot. Little Lana threw us a
stricken look as she was pulled away by her hand. Tea and sweets.
Crime and punishment.

Our father dismissed the elderly driver, who had been cleaning the car
and was dressed indecently with just an old cloth wrapped damply
around the bony angles of his hips. Abbu told us he’d drive; none of us
wanted to wait for Karim to dry himself off and tidy himself up, painfully
pulling on the starched and braided uniform that seemed to hold him
together. We got into the glistening car, still decorated with stray soap
bubbles that left rainbow stains where they popped, and sat in the back
as Abbu cautiously reversed out of our calm and dusty driveway and
into the honking, stinking streets. Karim’s peaked chauffeur’s hat was
hanging in the car, and our father put it on for fun. The edges of the
hat were dark and stiff with Karim’s hair oil, and the scent of slightly
rancid coconut drifted from the front seat.
‘I’m driver,’ joked Abbu. ‘Where shall we go today, sir?’
‘The cinema?’ said Jakie, joking back, looking at the movie posters
outside the cinema as we passed it. Amma was always going to the
cinema, and she sometimes took Mae and Lana with her. She never took
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us. Our father’s back stiffened. Jakie couldn’t see his face, but I was
sitting on the other side of the car, and saw him struggling with the
impertinent daring of the suggestion. It was one thing to take us out for
an occasional game of tennis or cricket, but to take us to the cinema,
while lying about what we were doing, was something altogether
different. Too different. Too disobedient. I saw that he was tempted, as
he never went to the cinema either, and I could suddenly see him as a
boy like us, ignored or beaten by our beaming grandmother, and
pounded into a career in medicine. I was worried that he’d change his
mind about the outing too, or that he’d punish Jakie for suggesting we
deceive our mother. I pulled off his hat to distract him.
‘I’ll be driver now, beep, beep!’ I yelled a bit desperately, pretending I
was driving with an imaginary wheel. I was too old for these antics, at
nine and a quarter years, but Jakie wasn’t. He yanked the hat away from
me.
‘No, MY turn to be driver, beep, beep!’ he yelled back, with proper
sincerity.
‘Tennis club, driver, please,’ I instructed Jakie, playing along and
letting him keep the hat. I looked at Abbu as I said it, and caught his
eye in the rear-view mirror, shrugging with a smile as I gave Jakie an
indulgent pat on the flat part of the hat, which bounced on his thick
curls as though amused by his excitement, while he went, ‘Beep, beep!
Vroom, vroom!’ As though to say, ‘What can we do with this little
bother of a brother?’
‘Tennis club, yes, sir, right away, sir,’ replied my father, relieved that
the terrible, tempting choice had been taken away from him. ‘Tennis.
The sport of kings. Fresh air. Exercise.’
We played on the dusty courts all morning, two against one, with
Jakie and I on one side and Abbu on the other. When we did well, he
ran across and hugged us, in the way he only could when sport was
involved. Sometimes he picked us up and swung us around, which
was uncomfortable because we weren’t used to it. Sometimes he held us
longer than we wanted, and I wondered about how little affection he got
at home. I wasn’t sure I had ever seen Amma hug him, or really hold
him in her arms. Lana still hugged him sometimes, in her own way; she
crawled on his lap after breakfast, and played with his tie while he was
reading The Times of India, before he went to work.
Mae would look at Lana during those moments with a combination
13
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of scorn and envy. ‘Daddy’s girl, Daddy’s girl,’ she’d mock-mutter to her
later. ‘Daddy’s little darling.’ She was already six and didn’t like to look
so needy herself. She would have liked to sit with Abbu, but only if she
was asked, and Abbu wasn’t to know this. She wasn’t soft and
transparent like Lana; she was sharp-edged and unreadable, and so it
never occurred to Abbu to pat his knees and call her over. If he ever did,
she would have been so surprised by it, she would probably have tossed
her head and stomped off anyway, like someone who can’t take a
compliment and assumes they are being teased.
Long before midday, the heat rising from the courts under our feet
became unbearable, and so Abbu sat in the shade to smoke, on a bench
under a flowering tree littered with slightly rotten blossom, which gave
off a meaty, sweet stench, like a perfumed pink and white corpse. We
watched Abbu light his cigarette, and wave it around to put off the
flying insects that had gathered around him. We stayed on the court, but
stopped scoring properly, and messed around with two other boys who
had turned up, older boys who were in the big school. When we ran out
of balls, we collected them on our racquets and gathered at the net,
where the smaller boy, Ali, surreptitiously shared out some bright boiled
sweets from his pocket like contraband.
‘You’re lucky your father brings you out to play,’ said Farid, the
bigger boy, who had the slightly stretched look of someone who had
suddenly grown too fast for the rest of him to catch up. ‘Our father just
waits at home with a metal ruler, to beat us if we don’t study, and then
beats us when we do study, to remind us why we should.’
‘Is he a doctor or a general?’ asked Jakie as, in his limited experience,
fathers were either one or the other. Medical or military.
‘A lawyer,’ said Ali, who still had the round cheeks of someone who
had been lovingly overfed by their mother and indulgent ayahs; who
despite a fearsome father still had sweets enough to share. ‘He’s upset
because he’s not a judge,’ he added confidentially, looking around to
check that no one had heard this flat treason. He didn’t need to say any
more. Their father had failed. They would have to do what he didn’t, or
bleed into their books trying.
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Abbu was quiet as he drove us back through town, and when we swung
past the cinema, he said, ‘Another time, Jakie-jaan,’ and sounded a little
sad. As though worried that we’d revisit that dangerous moment, but
wanting to revisit it in a small way himself.
Our mother wasn’t like the other mothers we’d met. She didn’t coddle
and cuddle and overfeed us, and bewail the strictness of our education
and the difficulty of our study and the fact that we didn’t get to have
fun. When other mothers said indulgently, ‘Let them play, let them be
little boys,’ Amma would say, ‘Let them study, let them be good boys.
May Allah-the-All-Merciful make them obedient,’ with a pointed piety
that was difficult to argue with.
But our father was like other fathers. He wanted for us what he didn’t
have, what he never had as a child or as a man. When he took us out of
our home, and out of our lives, to play for a few hours, every week or
so, and when he held us longer than he needed to hold us, he wasn’t just
sorry for us. He was sorry for himself.

When we got home, we realised how dusty we were, how sweaty and
sticky we felt in the cool of our shadowed hallway. Amma looked
approving at first, as she swept in from the living room to inspect us. He
had clearly made us work. And then she looked angry, a flickering
transition that seemed as swift and inevitable as a wrinkled skin forming
on the smooth surface of warm milk.
‘Look how dirty you are,’ she scolded. ‘Look at all the mess you have
brought into my clean house.’ Jakie and I hung our heads, and looked
obediently at our tennis shoes, caked with the clay of the court, and the
dirt from the path that led to it, the faint traces crumbling on the scrub
bed tile. There was a scrap of bruised petal, rapidly browning, thinner
than skin, and tender as a stain. Jakie nudged me, and I saw the rest of the
tear-shaped petal clinging to the underside of Abbu’s sole. It gave the odd
impression that there had been something indecently celebratory, some
thing dissolute about our outing, because we had walked with flowers
underfoot; as though we had visited a giggling henna party or a brothel.
Our house was gleaming, and much more sterile than the hospitals
for which our mother raised funds as an excuse for her social events; our
dark, hulking furniture was so highly polished it felt oily to the touch,
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and repelled our fingerprints. Amma made the domestic care of our
home into a full-time management position, and frightened the servants
into more efficiency than we’d seen in any of the neighbours’ houses.
Within the house, she even expected the servants to press their own
clothes, or else dry them stretched out, smoothed and stiffened by the
sun; even a wrinkled dhoti was unacceptable, which was why Karim had
removed his before washing the car. The truth was that it wasn’t really
our dusty shoes that had made the house messier, but simply our
presence.
We were the mess. Slugs and snails and puppy dogs’ tails.
Jakie and I were the specks in her eye, offensive blotches that she saw
everywhere she looked. Like smudges on her expensive sunglasses with
tortoiseshell rims, ordered from an imported movie star magazine, but
which she only wore at home, in the privacy of our garden, so that the
neighbours wouldn’t gossip and joke about her, saying she was dressing
like a … hmm, leaving a swollen blank space as they hummed discreetly
over the wicked word, showing what they themselves thought of the
actresses and singers she admired too openly. She knew that they already
laughed about the stuff she put on her face, the four types of coloured
creams, powders, paints and pastes, for her cheeks, lids, lips and lashes;
she dismissed them as plain provincials, villagers like their servants.
Sometimes she made up Mae and Lana with her cosmetics, and they
endured this suffocating attention, her fingertips on their skin, her own
critical mouth close enough to kiss. They looked at themselves later, in
the mirrors of each other’s faces, at the painted, hard masks like their
precious porcelain dolls from England, stiffly frilled and kept on the
highest shelf. Their usual one-colour honeyed skin turned to manycoloured mournful brightness.
I glanced through the door of the living room, behind Amma, to see
if she had done it to them today, but Mae was ignoring us, with her
head in one of my comic books, and Lana was doing the same, pretending
she could read, mimicking Mae exactly, right down to the way her legs
were crossed. I knew that Mae had seen me look, though, as she turned
her back more firmly away from us, with a ‘hmph’ and a little flounce.
An abandoned tea party of rose-printed ceramic cups was beside them.
In the swallowed second between glancing at the girls and back at my
feet, I realised that I’d made a mistake. Amma had told us to look at the
mess we had made, and I had briefly disobeyed. Before I could mumble
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an apology, she stepped forward, into the darkness of the wide hall
where we were standing, and gave us each a sharp slap, thwack-thwock,
her hand moving in a graceful figure of eight, the distance between us
precisely judged, so that I got the forehand, and Jakie the backhand,
even while we instinctively ducked and swerved. Our mother would
have been good at tennis, if she ever came to play with us. She knew
how to hit small moving objects and make it look effortless. It cost her
nothing.
‘Next time, wash before you come into the house,’ she said,
pronouncing it like a judgement. She kept her eyes on us, not our father,
who was hovering with uncertainty just ahead of us, standing to the
side, as though not wanting to be associated with our punishment.
She was probably just as angry with him – for his grubby shoes, for his
sweaty presence, for walking us all straight back into the hall covered in
city dust – but when she was angry with him, she got angry with us
instead. She was like that. She communicated her dissatisfaction
with her husband by punishing his sons; we were dirty, and we were
disobedient. Not him. She knew that this was how wives were expected
to behave. They had to keep their husbands in their higher place, or the
world would end.
‘Go. Go and wash now. Change those filthy clothes before lunch.’
She was still talking to us, but my father led the way upstairs. Mae
looked up and across at me as we carefully climbed the steps, making
sure that we didn’t accidentally touch the whitewashed wall or the
polished rail; I looked back behind the bars of the banister, and saw her
sitting in the prison of her stiff clothes. She’d been masked in rouge and
kohl again. She looked older, and disturbingly lovely, just like our
mother, with the same crease of dissatisfaction between her eyes.
Mae set her mouth with a smirk, as though it was exactly what we
deserved. We’d abandoned them, but we hadn’t got away with it after
all. She made an elegant, swift gesture in our direction that looked like a
queenly wave high in the air, until she repeated it and I saw the tiny
figure of eight she was making with her hand. Thwack-thwock.
Forehand-backhand.
Lana looked at us too, as though Mae’s little mockery had given her
permission to acknowledge us, but with sympathy. Our mother’s
morning of smothering had left traces of disquiet on her forehead, and
concern around her eyes. Her expression was as transparent and clearly
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drawn as the kids in my comics, with brackets around dots-for-eyes, and
wavy lines above them. It was as though Amma had marked them on
with kohl and rouge.
Jakie stuck his tongue out at Mae, and made a clown face, turning
out his lips and peeling back his lids, mocking her back for her make-up.
I hustled him upstairs, pulling him along by his forearms, before our
mother could notice.

By dinner, Jakie and I had been forgotten, if not forgiven. We had paid
for our morning out of the house by being jailed in the windowless cell
of the bathroom, trapped there with two buckets of tepid water, brought
up too hurriedly by panicked servants to be heated properly. We had
been punished with harsh scrubbing, soaping and scraping, and then
humiliating oiling by the ayah, until we were as stripped and as polished
as the furniture, with skins waxed enough to repel water. We had been
dressed in stiff, starched shirts, and trousers that had been ironed to
points on our knees.
‘What little princes,’ said Ayah, laying out our impressive clothes,
and it was hard not to see an edge of criticism in her affectionate
bustling, as she smoothed the skirts of her own worn sari, carefully
mended at the hem, and printed with sun-faded flowers. Lunch had been
sent up to us on tin plates, as we clearly still weren’t considered fit for
family company, and then we were beaten over the head by our tutor, a
neighbour’s relative whose family had fallen on hard times. A young
man called Basharath, but whom we called Basher-the-Gnasher, as he
hit us and ground his horsey teeth in humiliation at his lot, forced out to
work to support his widowed mother and sisters. He’d rather have been
beaten over the head by his own tutor, so he could be packed off
to university with his school friends.
Everyone seemed to think that we were better off than them – our
sisters, our father, our ayah, our tutor. It mystified me, this jealousy. As
I leaned over my books myopically, equations blurring with the
involuntary tears brought about by Basher’s blows raining over the back
of my head and shoulders, with the flat wooden ruler we used for
geometry, I thought I’d rather be anyone else, anywhere else.
‘The answer, Sulaman, the answer,’ he commanded. I didn’t have a
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clue. The blood was rising to my face, making me hotter, and I was
starting to sweat in my collar and under my hairline. The triangle I had
neatly drawn was in danger of being messed up by my sweat and tears.
Dirty. Disobedient. I wanted to give an answer, and would have said
almost anything just to make him stop. The triangle had three sides, a, b
and c. The answer he wanted was the length of a, the longest side, but I
couldn’t measure it, because he had the ruler. The equation I had written
out to solve the problem was neat and final: a2= b2+c2, and b was
3 and c was 4. I had managed to work out that 3x3 was 9, and 4x4
was 16, but hadn’t yet managed to add them together.
I saw Jakie to the side of me, working on a different problem, an
easier one; he stretched out his closed fist towards me under the table,
and opened out his fingers with a jazzy flash, spreading all five of them,
wiggling them in a wave as though practising for piano, before closing
and withdrawing his hand just as subtly.
‘Five,’ I said to Basher, with relief. ‘The answer is five. That’s the
length of a.’ It was obvious, but it wasn’t easy, not for a nine-year-old. I
looked with grateful humiliation at my little brother, and hoped that
he’d just guessed it, and hadn’t really worked out in his head that 9+16
= 25, and that the square root of 25 is 5. That he hadn’t already
surpassed me.
We were called for dinner, and the tutor was dismissed, treated like
one of the other servants, although he was sent out by the front of the
house, where the neighbours could see him, since having an educated
boy of good family as a tutor was something of a coup. I watched Jakie
as he took his place, fiddling with the mahogany napkin ring, and
making popping fish faces at Lana so she’d laugh. Jakie the Joker. He
had just guessed that the answer was 5, I decided. He could just as easily
have guessed 6 or 7 or 8. But I still felt better, that he’d risked his own
rain of ruler blows by helping me cheat. He didn’t object when Amma
didn’t pass him the ceramic platter of samosas and pastries that was
sitting on the table, probably the leftovers from some afternoon visit
that must have taken place when we had been locked away, to be neither
seen nor heard. Good boys because we were invisible. I didn’t object
when she walked by me too. I preferred that she didn’t notice me.
Forgotten, if not forgiven. And I didn’t care for those little fried pastries,
which were so often given to my sisters as treats. I noticed that Mae and
Lana only took one each, and reluctantly.
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Dinner was quiet and formal, in our home; it wasn’t really a sociable
occasion unless my parents were entertaining. We all ate with knives and
forks, even little Lana. We wouldn’t have dared eat with our hands, like
the servants, or our neighbours, or our guests. Amma only ate with her
hands when she herself was a guest in the house of someone who didn’t
offer cutlery, and when she did, it seemed to me that she ate with a
certain girlish glee, offered the licence to mix her rice and dhal and
koftas with her hands, and suck the fragrant and meaty juices off her
fingers. It was clear that the food tasted better to her that way, and it
seemed an odd privation that she wouldn’t allow herself to do it in the
privacy of her own home, when there was only us to watch her.
Our table was dark and polished, like everything else in the house,
but covered with an oilcloth, and then a thick cotton tablecloth weighed
with four metal acorns at the corners and two more centred at the long
sides. It was partitioned by the acorns, as the girls sat on one side with
Amma, and we sat on the other with Abbu. I liked the heavy comfort
of the acorn in my hand, like smooth pebbles from the dirty river in
town, and would set it swinging gently like the pendulum on a clock
towards Mae, who sat opposite me, but too far away to touch. And like
a message in the bottle, she would catch it, and sometimes swing
it back to me. That evening, she caught the acorn first, and swung it
towards me. Perhaps she had seen Jakie’s fish faces with Lana, and
decided it was too much effort to stay cross with us. I glanced at her as
I sent it back, unsure of her intentions; she could just as easily have been
setting me up to tell on me. She turned her face away, with a very correct
smile, in Amma’s direction, but then caught the acorn and swung it
towards me once more. And I swung it back to her. Again, and again.
Tick tock tick tock. A metronome without music. Pleased that I’d been
forgiven.
Our table planning seemed foolish, despite its apparent symmetry –
Amma on one side, with the girls either side of her, and Abbu on the
other side, with us boys either side of him – as it required Amma to get
up constantly, to wait and flutter about our father at the other side of
the table. She did it so much, it was as though she was making a
particular point, putting everything he might want out of his reach, the
pickles, the salt, the jug of iced water, so she could jump up and pass it
to him with gay subservience. A forced performance of happy spousewilling servant. He never actually asked for any of the things she passed
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to him, never even glanced wistfully in their direction, but she would get
up, scolding herself indulgently as though she were a dim but beautiful
daughter who would be tolerated only for helpfulness around the house
and the good marriage she might one day make, which would allow her
to leave it soon enough. She only spoke English at the table, with the
slight American accent of the nuns who had provided her convent
education, and the British slyness of everyone else in Lahore.
‘Oh, how silly of me, my dear. The pickles are so far from your plate.
No, Sulaman, don’t you dare pass them. You’ll be careless and drip the
oil on the tablecloth. Let me get them for you, dearest.’ And she would
flounce around, placing the pickles by his side, and then selecting a few
of the choicest ones and putting them on his plate. As though he was the
adored older son, to be fed and cosseted and publicly admired; in other
families, that would have been me, I realised a bit grimly. It didn’t upset
me, though, as I certainly didn’t want any more of Amma’s attention
than I already got. I saw the servants hovering, wanting to fill our tin
water cups – crystal was for the grown-ups – but they were forced to
wait until Amma sat down. A servant beside the table would expose her
little charade: that there was no need for her to jump up and down and
make such a fuss of our father, as there were other people to serve him.
Amma put Abbu up on a pedestal, but it seemed less for public
admiration than for public ridicule, as though he were locked in the
stocks for display. The ritual intended to establish him as head of
the household made him seem as helpless as a high-chaired infant, and I
think Amma, and Abbu, and all of us knew this. She used her servant’s
role to belittle him, to say, look how little you would be without me.
Look how you would suffer and struggle.
At the end of the meal, when she peeled his fruit by his side, slicing
off piths and pips, while the rest of us struggled with the tough skins,
leaving Abbu just the jewelled juicy morsels of pomegranate, orange,
pineapple, swimming in their sweet juice on his plate, she was the one
who held the knife.

It was over coffee that evening, when we were finally let out of the cage
of our stiff day clothes and permitted to wear pyjamas, that we first
heard the word Partition. Jakie and I came out sleepily, followed by Mae
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and Lana from the opposite bedroom, and wound our way down the
stairs. Our skin had been so used to the heat of the day, to our layers of
impractical clothes, that we were now cold in the dark, sunless house.
There was no electricity, and oil lamps lit the lengths of the corridors. In
pious good taste, the only frames hung on the wall showed gold and
silver passages from the Qur’an in lavish Arabic script, and when we
reached the dining room, our milk already poured in our tin cups,
scented slightly with cardamom and almonds, the final gilt frame hung
in pride of place, large and boastful, a metre square of black holy
cloth, protected behind glass. I knew that it was precious and prized,
without ever truly understanding its purpose. Other families admired
the cloth, and commented on how they only had a small piece themselves,
kept folded with the family Qur’an.
I often wondered why we were brought down for milk, like puppets
stripped after a play, when we could just as easily have drunk it in our
rooms and gone straight to bed. Mae was obviously shivering in her thin
cotton dress, bumps raised on the backs of her arms. Jakie and Lana
were plumper than us, and seemed to give off a comforting heat instead,
which made us squash on either side of them on the cloth-covered sofa,
where we were allowed to drink our milk while our parents had their
coffee. Again we were divided into boys on one side and girls on the
other. I was next to Jakie, with Abbu on the winged leather armchair to
the left of the sofa, and Mae was next to Lana, with Amma on the
armchair to the right of the sofa. We never tried to switch from our
allotted places; it was as though nothing would ever make sense again if
we did.
‘Partition,’ said my father, leaning back in his armchair, looking
down into his coffee, as though he could see himself reflected there. He
drank his coffee pale and sweet with condensed milk; he’d look like a
ghost in his cup, I thought, like the unhealthy white men who stubbornly
continued to attend the cricket club at the weekends. ‘Partition,’ he
repeated more loudly to Amma, who had either ignored him or not
noticed that he’d spoken. He said it with such uncharacteristic emphasis
I thought he’d just sneezed. Par-tish-shun. A-tish-u, a-tish-u, we all
fall down.
‘Bless you,’ I said automatically, as I’d been taught again and again
by Amma. I thought she’d tell me off if I didn’t. It seemed unfair that she
flashed me a hard, critical look instead, the silence softened only by
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Jakie’s giggle and Mae’s snort; they both thought I was making a joke.
Lana, looking between the two of them, tittered softly in sympathy,
although she didn’t know why, and carried on sipping her milk. Now
Amma was annoyed with all of us, but she couldn’t say anything,
because her immediate business was to gaze with sweetly enquiring
interest at our father. I looked up at the holy cloth, spread in its
extravagant frame on the wall as a boast and a blessing, the polished
glass that covered it so clean it was invisible. It looked like someone had
carved a neat hole in our wall, and framed it in gold. A holy hole. I
wished I could climb up the high dresser, and fall into it, like Alice, into
another world. Down the rabbit hole. Through the looking glass. A
heavenly place of mess and magic and kind and curious creatures.
‘And what of it, dearest?’ asked my mother, eventually, aware that
Abbu wanted some encouragement. She might have been speaking about
the weather. I was confused, because part of me still thought my father
had either sneezed, or pretended to sneeze, although I didn’t know why
he would. Looking back, it seems affected that she always called him
dearest, or my dear, rather than his name, or Daddy or Papa or Abbu,
like the other mothers did in front of their children. At the time, we just
accepted it as being true: he was the dearest thing in the house, as he was
worth the most. At social gatherings, Amma made a point of looking at
him with girlish adoration, as though she couldn’t believe that such a
man existed, as though she couldn’t believe her luck: a doctor, a man
with good looks and thick hair, a man with his own house, a man who
had fathered sons. She was right that we were lucky to have him. Other
unfortunate families, like Basher’s, had been reduced to poverty on the
untimely death of the husband and father; the sons forced to earn a
humiliating living, the widows obliged to sell cakes and crafts and handstitched handkerchiefs to better-off acquaintances. It was probably the
wives or daughters of such a family who had provided the dusty
macaroons and pistachio biscuits on the coffee table, and the trimmed
doilies the platters rested on. I imagined Basher’s sisters straining their
eyes by lamplight on the delicate work through the night, and Amma
rolling up to buy them magnanimously for a few rupees. I imagined that
Basher had to beg the rent collector for the small flat to which they had
moved for just a little more time; that he made the same plea every first
Monday of every month. No wonder he beat us over the head.
‘Well, we have to make plans for it,’ Abbu said. ‘There’ll be trouble.’
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‘What’s Par-tish-shun?’ asked Jakie, snorting the word out through
his milk.
‘It’s separation,’ said Abbu. ‘Partition means separation. It means
they’re separating us.’
I glanced down the sofa and caught Mae’s eye; she rolled her eyes
at the foolishness of grown-ups, and I waggled my head in acknow
ledgement, neither agreeing nor disagreeing. It seemed to me that we
were already separated, at the table, and on the sofa. I thought that
might be all they were talking about.
‘There won’t be trouble here,’ said Amma. ‘This isn’t Calcutta.’ She
said the word as though it were something degrading and disreputable,
and strangely exciting. I’d heard of Calcutta before; it was our mother’s
home town, before she was sent to the Punjab for marriage, and it was
suddenly a place I wanted to go.
‘Dr Gupta and Dr Kapoor don’t think so. They’re moving over the
border, to start a new practice with their relatives. I’m thinking of taking
over their practice. Taking on a partner so I can specialise.’ Amma
smiled, and gave a delicate circular nod to show her consideration of
this proposal, and her assent. At the next social gathering, she would
describe her husband’s promotion from military doctor to the owner
of a successful medical practice in the neighbourhood, something that
would normally take years of work and investment, but now gifted to
him by the end of a war and the cracking open of a country.
Abbu toyed with his coffee for a while, looked into the depths once
more, then put it aside; as though he didn’t like what he saw there, as
though he saw the ghost too. ‘Still, there’ll be trouble. I was thinking we
should take the children out of the city for a while. Go for a holiday to
the mountains. Take the tutor, to keep up their schooling.’
We had never had a family holiday in the mountains, although we
knew of other children who went every year to escape the worst of the
summer heat. The highest we ever got to go was to the top of our
flat roof, where Jakie and I were occasionally allowed to sleep if the heat
was unbearable. We would lie on our backs and stare at the stars,
drawing pictures around the dotted constellations. We would catch the
moon in the frame of our fingers. The girls were never permitted to do
even this, as their room had a fan. Lana let out a milk bubble of
excitement as she squeaked. She was the only one still drinking from her
cup; the rest of us had finished, and were simply waiting to be dismissed.
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But now we were all waiting for Amma to give that delicately circular
nod again, or to ask us if we wanted to go. Our faces were already
saying, yes please oh please oh please.
She didn’t do either. She sipped her own coffee, which she drank
black and bitter, and reached forward to the table, opening the decorative
round tin that held the chocolates, which were damp with condensation
from the ice box. She selected one, tipped with crystallised violets and
angelica, and bit into it thoughtfully. ‘This holiday, would it be with
you, or without you?’ she asked, with a slight edge.
Our father looked uncomfortable, as though he’d been caught out.
He had said nothing to imply that he wouldn’t be coming too, but I
could see now that had been his intention, and he couldn’t answer with
a lie to a direct question. Perhaps he had thought we would make our
plans, pack our bags, and he would have told us at the last minute.
‘Without me,’ he admitted. ‘I need to maintain the practice. Protect
the house. There may be riots. People died in Calcutta. Burned in their
homes, like Britons in the Blitz . . .’ He trailed off, and looked at us
meaningfully as he said all this to her, as though there were more gory
details to share, stories of maniacs with machetes, but he couldn’t go on
in front of us children. He seemed to think that he’d made a convincing
argument; that they couldn’t risk our innocent lives by keeping us at
home.
‘Even so, we will stay,’ said Amma, her voice level, her eyes not
leaving his face. ‘If it’s safe enough for you, it’s safe enough for us.’ Our
father looked like he was going to argue, but Amma suddenly gave
him that gaily melting smile she saved for company, for her public
performances. It was like a flash of sunlight in that dark room. ‘The
children won’t go without me,’ she said. ‘And I won’t go without you.
And you, my dearest, will not leave.’ My father smiled at her, disarmed
and won over by her show of bravery, of solidarity; she had used almost
the same words that the Queen had used of the King, before bombs had
fallen about Buckingham Palace, and she knew the effect these words
would have. I looked at the rejected macaroons and nut-studded biscuits,
and decided that my mother would rather we all died than be left a
widow with four children, begging on others’ charity. I don’t know why
I had such dark thoughts, as my mother wasn’t yet thirty, and was still
as beautiful as she was calculating. She would have probably just
collected another husband, perhaps a widower with children of his own,
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and carried on with the same play she always put on for us. Her
performance was relentless. Her show would go on.

Our father was right about the troubles. There were riots, and the
practice narrowly escaped being burned to the ground; it was saved by
the new Muslim name written on it, and the gold and silver frames of
Qur’anic text that Abbu took from the house, to post prominently
outside. Our mother took the holy hole of black cloth from its place on
the dining room wall, and hung it above the entrance to the house, as a
protection. She made us all wear small golden books around our necks,
representing the Qur’an, with a prayer etched finely on the back. We
provided sanctuary for Basher and his two sisters, as their apartment
block was Hindu-owned; his mother had already gone to the safety of
the mountains to provide care for an elderly relative, who was likely to
leave them money. During the weeks of the curfew, our house became
a more sociable place, as the grown-ups played cards and listened to
music, and Basher’s grateful sisters massaged my mother’s feet and
dressed her hair like a movie star. They made her more royal and radiant
than ever, blossoming under their buzzing and constant attention, as
suffocating as that which she imposed on her daughters, like a striped
queen in a hive. And somewhere outside the genteel sanctuary of our
home, further into the city, downtown, and over the borders, our Muslim
brothers had their throats cut like halal meat for the feast days, and our
Hindu friends were being hacked to bits, and children’s heads were being
crushed underfoot as they called for their mothers, as the riots spread
like fire in a tinder-dry forest. But our holy cloth hung firm, and the
angel of death never wandered down our street, and never stopped at
our door.
‘So this is independence,’ said Basher at the card table, throwing
down his bad hand, with the lack of formality that the day-and-night
curfew had imposed. He was full of nervous, tense energy; he would
normally put it into beating us, but he had less opportunity, as his
sisters were always around berating him for our harsh treatment, and
surreptitiously following our lessons for themselves. We had nothing
else to do but study anyway, and were making fewer mistakes. My
parents ignored him, and carried on playing, although Amma nodded in
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her queenly way at his older sister to join their game, and take his place.
‘We’re a nation of village idiots, slaughtering each other over our gods
like dunces fighting for pennies in the gutter.’
‘Tch,’ said his older sister, Rania, disapprovingly. He looked at her
scornfully, then his gaze moved unwillingly to our mother. He had never
looked at her that way before the curfew, but the enforced intimacy had
made him notice her as something more than the wife of his boss. He
saw that she was despicable and lovely, treating his sisters like her
indentured slaves to make herself more lovely still, like some witchqueen from a book of fairy tales. She saw him staring, and tossed her
head with disdain and a withering look that seemed almost flirtatious;
she now had a perfect balance in our household. One man to put up on
a pedestal, and one to kick when he was down. Two girls to cosset, and
two women to cosset her. Jakie and I didn’t really matter to her;
our presence was enough, the heir and spare, and we just had to do our
assigned task of studying so we could leave the house as soon as possible,
so she could boast about our achievements to her friends and acquaint
ances, and publicly mourn our absence.
‘Tell Cook that it is time for the children’s milk,’ she said, without
looking up. We all glanced around at each other, unsure who was being
commanded. Jakie and Mae and I didn’t think it could be any of us, as
we were the children. Lana was already with Cook, watching him shred
pistachios and toast almonds for the sweet milky puddings we liked.
Rania saw the hesitation, and started to rise obediently with a smile, but
Amma stopped her, with a cream-softened palm placed firmly on Rania’s
card-holding hand, reminding her that she was still playing, and hadn’t
been dismissed.
‘And Basharath,’ continued Amma, placing her next card carefully on
the pile scattered at the centre of the table, ‘remind Cook that we are all
waiting for coffee, too.’ She didn’t need to say this, of course, as Cook
knew that coffee came with the milk. She wanted to remind Basher of
his place. He looked at her with hate, confused with longing. He wanted
to slap her, and he wanted to touch her too-soft hands. He really was
her indentured slave, more than his sisters, who murmured his name
warningly and looked at him impatiently while he stood there like the
village idiots he was denouncing.
‘Yes, milady,’ he said, with an irony that was lost on us at the time.
‘Coffee for your court, and milk for the two princes and your little
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princess.’ Little Lana appeared in her nightdress, clutching a teddy and
chewing a fistful of pistachios, and so he added, much more kindly, ‘And
for Baby, of course.’ No one could resent Lana; it was a sort of gift she
would always have; she was blameless in every situation. And with a
flourish and a bow, Basher went out of the room.
‘Uff, such a silly boy,’ said Rania apologetically. ‘He was always
a good child, so obedient, he worked so hard. Always working, even
now. Our father’s death has been difficult for him.’ Amma ignored her,
and carried on playing.
‘He’s young,’ said Abbu kindly, accepting the apology on her behalf,
receiving a grateful look from Rania. ‘He’ll learn.’

Later that evening, Jakie was restless, and although he didn’t wake up,
he woke me with his tossing and scratching in the night. He had a light
eczema rash, but refused to put on the rose-scented cream that Ayah left
for him by his bed. I heard a door open in the corridor, and went to see
who it was. I had the vague idea of begging for some more warm milk,
if it was Ayah, but instead it was Mae, padding softly down the stairs in
her bare feet. ‘Where are you going?’ I asked.
‘For water. Go back to bed,’ said Mae.
‘I want water too,’ I said, even though I wanted milk, and I still don’t
know why I couldn’t just say this.
‘Suit yourself,’ she said. I followed her down, several paces behind as
she didn’t bother to wait for me, like a ghost floating through the
shadows of the house in her cotton nightdress. The door to the dining
room was slightly open, and as she walked past it, she stopped, and
looked in the crack.
‘What is it?’ I asked, whispering. She shrugged, and carried on to the
kitchen, and so I stopped and looked too. In the moonlight of the dining
room, a man and woman were embracing on one of the large winged
chairs. All colour was drained out of the room, to black, and grey, and
the woman’s pale sleeping sari was rucked up to her hips, her bare legs
on either side of him, while she sat rocking on his lap. His legs were bare
too, and his feet were pushing against the floor. Their arms were tight
around each other, but it was strained, as though they were pushing and
breathing with effort, as though their embrace was exercise. The
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woman’s hair was covered with the loose end of her sari like a scarf, and
I didn’t see the man’s face, as her head was blocking his. I stepped back
and waited for Mae, who had brought out two glasses of water, then
followed her up the stairs. I was so sleepy, I didn’t question the presence
of the embracing couple, and didn’t even ask who they were until the
next day.
‘Just one of the servants, with a boyfriend,’ was what Mae said in
the morning, when I asked her. She didn’t seem terribly interested in the
couple; it was as though she wouldn’t even have remembered them if I
hadn’t prompted her. I wondered if they were there often. I couldn’t
sleep the next night, thinking about them, and in the early hours of the
morning I found myself imagining more terrible couplings, of Abbu with
one of Basher’s grateful young sisters, of Amma straddling Basher like a
bicycle, squeezing him between her legs as some sort of complicated
corporal punishment for his behaviour, of Abbu and Amma having a
silent physical struggle in the night, because they knew that neither of
them would argue or shout. I wasn’t stupid; I knew that embracing in
that way, between open legs, was how babies were made. I had seen
dogs coupling in the bazaar. I think I was disappointed and relieved that
it was just a servant, with a boyfriend. Although I didn’t know how Mae
could say this with such certainty.

When the curfew was over, Basher continued to come for our lessons,
slightly more often than he needed to, to gaze with adoring repulsion at
our mother, to feel her scorn. Abbu noticed this, and dismissed it. He
knew that his wife was attractive to other men; it was why she had been
chosen for him, and he had been chosen for her. They were both trophies
to put on their shared mantelpiece, heads mounted on the hunter’s wall.
Basher’s sister, Rania, went away to join her mother in the mountains,
to help with the elderly relative. Then Basher was just left with his
younger sister, but soon she went to the mountains too. I heard later
that they had both got in trouble, as young, unprotected girls sometimes
got in trouble in the city, in the villages, in the mountains. A hundred
lashes given to rape victims, for adultery.
Years later, I thought of Basher’s bitterness, and his unrequited lust.
And his sisters who were so keen to keep him obedient, and to look after
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him. The white sari bobbing in the dark. And the skinny calves of the
man, pressing on the floor. I had never seen Basher’s calves.

In the university, I hear that they’re modifying the experiment, again. It
wasn’t just me, it turns out. Almost every other student volunteer pulled
the switches right until the end. It seems it’s not getting us to obey that’s
the problem, it’s getting us to disobey. Jim tells me about it while we’re
watching the news reels in the cafeteria; we see the unassuming figure of
Adolf Eichmann, as he’s being readied for trial in Jerusalem. He’s going
to be put on the stand in a bullet-proof glass box. Eichmann’s the reason
they started work on the obedience experiment, him and the Nazis like
him; the ones who killed strangers without arguing about it, because
someone in authority told them they had to.
‘It’s because it’s too clean,’ says Jim. ‘It’s a clean room, I stand there
looking clean, the machine is clean, and the guy they’re torturing is on
the other side of the wall.’
‘So the professor’s thinking about making it dirty?’ I ask, sipping my
coffee, glancing a little anxiously around the cafeteria.
And then I see her walk in. The brown-haired girl in the too-long lab
coat. She’s late. I almost want to tell her she’s late, and ask her why. She
passes in front of us, and I can just see the cream edge of her cheek, the
tip of her nose, as she stops and turns to watch the news too, and then
takes a seat at a table a couple of rows down from us. There aren’t many
women here; no undergraduates, a few postgraduates, just one chair of
medicine in the department. The younger students buy beer and drive
out to Vassar to socialise. I guess I can’t be the only one to look out for
her. I turn to watch her sit, looking at the glossy back of her dark-brown
head. I’m not as subtle as I think. She doesn’t see me, but Jim does. He
coughs, with the smugness of a married man, and smirks a little at me.
‘Dirty? I guess so,’ he says. Danny joins us, with a rattling tray, and
it feels that the three of us have a dirty little secret already. We can look
at the students and academics around us, and know what each of them
would do if a guy in a colourless coat asked them to hurt a stranger in
the name of science, for four bucks an hour plus gas. Even the brownhaired girl, who seems so clean and composed while she sits neatly and
watches the news on the trial.
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I’m in on the joke, but I’ve been finding it hard to look in the mirror.
I don’t see a monster there. It’s not that. I’m not psychotic. I just see
someone like Eichmann, a polite boy who has always done what he’s
been told. Who has never spoken up about injustice or atrocity. What
Basher might have done to his sisters. What they might have done to
him. The slaughter during the curfew, the card games that were played
and milky puddings that were prepared. We fiddled while towns burned
and children like us were squashed like ripe fruit, their juices running
into the gutter.
‘It was clean for Eichmann, too,’ Jim says, and Danny nods.
Encouraged, he carries on. ‘A clean office. Papers to sign. He didn’t see
his victims. He didn’t touch them. They were just statistics, numbers and
names on the page.’
‘No one ever talks about Partition,’ I break in, and they look
embarrassed, and I wonder if they even know what Partition is. I realise
they do, but they like to pretend that I’m not Pakistani and that I never
was Indian. That I’m just some slightly tan guy called Sully. I find I’m
speaking louder than I need to, as though aware that I won’t otherwise
be heard. ‘It made murderers of us. Hindus killing Muslims. Muslims
killing Hindus. I was just a kid, and we didn’t even talk about it. That
wasn’t clean. It was messy, and bloody. There were bodies on the streets.’
They don’t say anything. They just want to talk about the experiment.
About Nazis. Jim makes an excuse, and Danny follows him, taking his
coffee cup from his tray. They’re talking about setting up another version
of the test, where you have to hold the hand of the learner on the pad.
You have to force it down. I don’t like touching people, not like that,
not at all. It’s why I switched from medicine to psychology. Otherwise, I
could just as easily have specialised in surgery. I’m good with my hands.
I can cut a loaf of bread as fine as paper with a sharp knife and a straight
slab to lean on. I should really be excavating into the meat of our bodies,
not the buzzing of our minds. If it wasn’t for having to touch them: the
cold, lifeless ones in the mortuary, the warm ones with a pulse pumping
under the skin. I just couldn’t do it any more.
I watch them go, knowing that I have to move off the project, as
soon as I can. I need to get away from work, and out of my own head
for a little while. I look through the newspaper that Danny has left, with
the cinema listings. Judgement at Nuremberg is showing. Maximilian
Schell got the Academy Award for his role as the Krauts’ attorney. It
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annoys me that I know this bit of movie trivia, because the truth is I
know far too much; the result of all those years of not being allowed to
go to the cinema is that I now watch movies hungrily. The way I used to
wait for water in the evenings on fast days, my tongue and throat
parched, my lips dry. I’ve seen West Side Story three times this year. It
won Best Movie. Best Directors. Best Music. I think Natalie Wood looks
like she’s Indian when she’s crying over Tony, the way she covers her
hair as his body is taken away. The edge of a sari covering a head, a
dupatta worn like a scarf with the modesty of mourning. All those
mothers taking away their dead children, their dead husbands from the
dark streets, not so far from the street where I lived. I imagine I can hear
the fighting, the percussion of pounding knuckles and flying feet, and
the chanting: Hindus! Muslims! Our tragic allegiances; our gangs. I can
still hear the fighting boys in the movie, singing and swinging their fists,
dancing their challenges with nimble aggression, calling out fiercely: Jets!
Sharks!
It takes me a moment to notice that the girl in the too-long lab coat
has come up to my table. I guess she wants to take a spare chair, borrow
the salt. I look up from the paper, and see that she’s wearing a full
pleated skirt under her coat, and that her eyes are as brown as her hair.
She’s sparrow-slight and small, and I guess they just don’t make the
coats in her size; it hangs below her knees. She looks back at me, and it
isn’t until she nods with a discreet sideways movement that I realise she’s
Indian too. I can’t believe I never saw this before. Perhaps I knew, but I
didn’t know that I knew.
She’s standing right beside me, in the genial bustle of a cafeteria full
of clattering crockery and cutlery. It’s like we’re being pushed together
by a swarming crowd at a national monument, the only natives in a sea
of camera-flashing tourists. It’s like we’re suddenly alone in a room.
I imagine a shalwar kameez under the lab coat and the sensible skirt,
which is full enough to hide one. Not one of the elaborate, jewelcoloured silks and satins that my mother would wear, but a discreet
cotton print. The kind worn by the nurse who came to work at Abbu’s
practice, and by the local lady pharmacist who made up his prescriptions.
A sensible outfit, loose-trousered, that could be easily washed, a badge
of honour for the working women of Lahore, who took to their bicycles
rather than be at the mercy of the rickshaw drivers. I haven’t missed
home since I got here, but suddenly I feel nostalgic for a town of practical
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women with careers and small everyday cares, that I never really lived
in, and that I’m not sure really exists.
You’re late, I want to tell her. Do you know how long I’ve been
waiting for you? For the moment she is considering me, I feel a brief
flurry of silent panic, as I realise that like her, I don’t look Indian enough.
I don’t wear my nationality on my face, nor on my badge, where my real
name is abbreviated to a mild insult. Sully. I am relieved when she
addresses me in beautiful Hindi, a language I don’t understand perfectly,
and which sounds musical to me because of this.
‘You’re right,’ she says to me. ‘No one talks about Partition. Not
here, anyway. Perhaps they thought it was a fair fight.’
She is wearing a charm at her throat, a little god. She takes a seat
without asking, glancing briefly at the movie listings on the spread
newspaper, which now divides us. She is on one side, and I am on the
other. A Hindu, a Muslim. A fair fight. The girl I’ve been watching from
a distance is now watching me. Close enough to touch. She’s considering
me, patiently, as though she is still making up her mind about something.
She adds in English, as though it is of no great importance, just a couple
of casual words to fill the blank space between us while she is waiting
for me to speak, ‘I’m Radhika.’
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